Purpose. Travel document screeners play an important role in international security when determining whether a photograph ID matches the tendering individual. Psychological research indicates when conditions involve low base rates of 'imposter' photographs, document screeners change their response criterion for rendering a 'match' determination. The primary purpose of the current experiments was to examine the nature of this base rate criterion shift, free from experimental bias, for both own-and other-race faces. Further, Experiment 2 examined how low-base rate conditions might moderate a cross-race effect in the calibration between confidence and accuracy.
Travel document screeners at ports of entry and airports across the world play an important role in international security. As part of their screening procedure, they are tasked with identifying fraudulent documents presented to them by those attempting to gain illegal entry. One important component of identifying fraudulent documents is being able to determine whether a match exists between a passport photograph and the person tendering the passport. Known as imposter identification, identifying unfamiliar people using valid passports from another person is a very difficult endeavour. Controlled laboratory studies consistently indicate that error rates can occur in as many as 30% of the trials (Bruce et al., 1999; Megreya & Burton, 2006 , 2008 , and field studies suggest even greater error rates, even when the imposter may not look anything like the tendering individual (Kemp, Towell, & Pike, 1997) . Further, errors are common even among document screeners who have experience and specialized training (White, Kemp, Jenkins, Matheson, & Burton, 2014) .
While error rates are high under the low stakes, ideal conditions of a laboratory setting, research indicates that a number of factors associated with the targeted traveller, the passport photograph, or the task conditions may exacerbate these error rates (Kramer & Ritchie, 2016; Meissner, Susa, & Ross, 2013) . One factor that appears to add to the difficulty of the face-matching task is the familiarity of the travel document screener with the race/ ethnicity of the traveller. Over 45 years of psychological research demonstrates that people are significantly better at remembering, perceiving, and identifying faces of one's own-race ethnicity relative to other races (see Meissner & Brigham, 2001 ). This cross-race effect has been demonstrated extensively in both laboratory and field studies, and in experiments examining long-term (i.e., eyewitness) memory as well as earlier stages of cognitive processing such as social categorization, perceptual discrimination, and working memory (Hugenberg, Young, Bernstein, & Sacco, 2010; Lindsay, Jack, & Christian, 1991; Susa, Meissner, & de Heer, 2010) . Despite its real-world applicability, surprisingly few studies have examined the cross-race effect as it pertains to the task performed by travel document screeners, where a simultaneous (or rapid sequential) comparison is made between a passport photograph and the person presenting the photograph to the screener. Importantly, Meissner et al. (2013) demonstrated that the deleterious effects of cross-race identification are evident in this perceptual discrimination paradigm and that contextual factors (e.g., age disparity between face and photograph, the use of disguises) may moderate the cross-race effect during this task (Marcon, Meissner, Frueh, Susa, & MacLin, 2009; Megreya, White, & Burton, 2011; Sporer, Trinkl, & Guberova, 2007) . The researchers further found that race appears to influence participants' calibration between confidence and accuracy such that the match between subjective confidence and objective accuracy was greater for own-versus other-race faces. As a result, participants were significantly more overconfident in their perception of other-race faces.
Recent studies have also examined the influence of imposter base rates on discrimination accuracy and criterion shifts. While experimental designs are often controlled such that 50% of trials involve imposter identifications, the occurrence of imposter identifications is undoubtedly lower in national security settings. Research examining the effects of low imposter base rates indicates that, while low prevalence does not influence discrimination accuracy, it may induce a criterion shift in the threshold for determining whether two faces (e.g., the photograph on a passport and the picture of the tendering person) match (Bindemann, Avetisyan, & Blackwell, 2010; Papesh & Goldinger, 2014) . Unfortunately, studies examining this effect have produced conflicting results, suggesting that low imposter prevalence can lead people to develop either a stricter (conservative; Papesh & Goldinger, 2014) or more lenient (liberal; Bindemann et al., 2010) criterion.
Using own-race faces, few studies have examined the effects of low prevalence base rates on identification accuracy and response criterion shifts. Bindemann et al. (2010) first examined the influence of base rate using a two-alternative forced choice-decision paradigm with high (50%) and low (2%) mismatched base rate conditions blocked within participants. Each base rate condition consisted of 50 trials of face pairings (where faces were gathered from the Glasgow University Face Database), and each condition included a 'critical mismatch' that occurred during the last trial to preserve the base rate of matches across the entirety of trials. Importantly, participants were informed about the approximate number of matched and mismatched trials, with instructions that mismatched trials would occur 'very infrequently' in the low prevalence block and with 'equal frequency' in the high prevalence block. The primary comparison of interest was the identification accuracy of the 'critical mismatch' trial. Bindemann et al. found (contrary to hypotheses) that the low prevalence condition enhanced detection of the critical mismatch relative to the high prevalence condition, but that this condition also increased errors on matched trials (i.e., people falsely claiming that the faces 'mismatched') relative to the high prevalence condition. Although response criterion was not the primary measure of interest and could not be calculated, the results appear to suggest that low prevalence base rates resulted in a criterion shift such that participants were more likely to declare that faces 'mismatch' when the frequency of mismatches was rare. Papesh and Goldinger (2014) expanded upon this research using signal detection measures to directly evaluate the influence of low prevalence mismatches on facematching discrimination accuracy (d 0 ) and response criterion (C). Using photographs taken from drivers' licences that were either matched or mismatched with scanned ID photographs of university students, their research compared high (50% of trials) versus low prevalence (10%) rates of mismatch over 242 trials. The researchers provided feedback for incorrect responses to offer participants the 'real-life gravity of ID-matching errors' (p. 8), such that participants were 'penalized' with a 2-s pause before continuation when they incorrectly responded 'mismatch' when the faces matched and a 4-s pause when they responded 'match' to mismatched faces. Their findings indicated no difference between the high and low prevalence conditions on discrimination accuracy; however, contrary to the findings of Bindemann et al. (2010) , participants in the low prevalence condition were almost twice as likely to respond 'match' to mismatched face pairings and were also less likely to respond 'mismatch' to matched faces. Overall, these effects produced a significant conservative shift in response criterion such that the low prevalence condition led participants to be more likely to declare a 'match'. This response criterion effect was found regardless of whether participants were allowed to change their responses (Experiment 2), whether they offered a certainty judgement (Experiment 3), or whether they were permitted to look at the face pairings a second time (Experiment 4).
Several explanations could account for the discrepancy of findings between the two studies. First, Bindemann et al. (2010) focused on the effects of low prevalence imposter base rates on identification accuracy using a paradigm that was not conducive to examining signal detection estimates of response criterion. As such, participants were directly told what base rate to expect in each of the two conditions, and this instruction presumably influenced their criterion for responding 'match/mismatch' across the trials. Second, Papesh and Goldinger (2014) may have indirectly inoculated participants to the base rate by providing feedback to participants. The purpose of feedback in their study was to create a more realistic utility of decision-making such that missing imposter IDs was of greater risk than missing matched IDs. While this feedback was subtle, it is conceivable that participants may have altered their decision-making criterion to avoid penalty. The effect of trial-by-trial feedback on response criterion shifts during low prevalence conditions has also been observed in a basic old/new recognition memory paradigm. For example, Rhodes and Jacoby (2007) found that feedback plays an important role in augmenting response criterion such that participants shift their criterion when they know the probability of an event occurring (see also, Estes & Maddox, 1995) .
The effects of race on response criterion shifts have been identified less often. Prior research in the recognition memory literature suggests that small shifts in response criterion are often observed such that participants are more liberal in responding to otherrace faces (see Meissner & Brigham, 2001 ). Meissner et al.'s (2013) assessment of the cross-race effect using a perceptual discrimination paradigm similarly showed a shift in response criterion in two of the three experiments, although the shift in criterion occurred in opposing directions: with one experiment showing a liberal shift in response criterion for other-race faces (i.e., more likely to say that other-vs. own-race faces matched) and the other showing a conservative shift (i.e., more likely to say that other-vs. own-race faces mismatched). Clearly, any effect that race may have on response criterion shifts in a perceptual identification paradigm is understudied and ambiguous. It is also unclear whether race might interact with base rate in producing criterion shifts. While there may be limited justification for predicting an interaction, exploring the dynamics of cross-racial identifications in the context of low imposter base rates is important from an applied perspective of international security.
The primary purpose of the current experiments was to examine the effects of low prevalence base rates and race of face on criterion shifts using a research design that allowed for participants' expectations (regarding base rates) to be free from experimental influence (i.e., instructional bias and feedback). In the two previous studies, participants were either directly informed about what to expect (Bindemann et al., 2010) or they were indirectly inoculated to the base rate via feedback (through 'punishment') when incorrect decisions were made (Papesh & Goldinger, 2014) . In this regard, the present experiments informed all participants that 'any number of trials' could contain mismatched face pairings, and no feedback was provided. Further, the present experiments added to the real-world applicability of prior research by examining the cross-race effect within a low prevalence paradigm. This paradigm allowed for an assessment of the interaction between base rate and race of face on response criterion shifts (Experiments 1 and 2), and the calibration between confidence and accuracy (Experiment 2).
General method Overview
The methodology of the current experiments closely resembled the procedures used by Meissner et al. (2013) , which generally model the tasks that are performed by travel document screeners at ports of entry and airports. That is, participants were presented with a series of 80 trials in which they were asked to determine whether the photograph of the person presented on a U.S. passport was actually the same person as the person on another photograph adjacent to the passport.
Stimuli
Stimuli were gathered prior to the experiment through a database of photographs and identification card scans of both Mexican American and African American college-aged students. The trials included pairings of Mexican American photographs and pairings of African American photographs. For each race, a varying number of the trials included pairing the photograph of the tendering individual with his own identification card photograph (i.e., a matched trial), while other trials consisted of the photograph being paired with another, similar looking individual's identification card photograph (i.e., a mismatched or imposter trial). Similarity of individuals for mismatched trails was determined based upon confusability ratings given by three Mexican American and three African American students in a separate study conducted prior to the present experiments. These students were asked to rate the confusability of the images on a 1 (not confusable) to 7 (very confusable) Likert-type scale. Ratings of confusability were similar between races, across all base rate conditions. Photographs of tendering individuals consisted of the student in a frontal view (cropped at the chest) with him wearing ordinary clothing and smiling. The scan of the ID was also cropped and embedded into a template of a U.S. Passport, with all identifying information removed.
Procedure
At the start of each experiment, participants were provided with informed consent. They were then instructed on the nature of the task and told to respond as quickly but as accurately as they could in determining whether the face on the U.S. passport matched the adjacent face of the tendering person. Further, to minimize participants setting their own response criterion for matched and mismatched face base rates, they were informed at the beginning of the experiment that there would be a total of 80 trials and that any number of trials may contain matched/mismatched face pairings. Specifically, the instructions read, 'It may be that every slide shows the same two people in the face/ ID pairings. However, it may also be that none of the slides show the same two people in the face/ID pairings. It may also be that any number of slides (between 0 and 80) show the same two people in the face/ID pairings.' Participants responded as to whether they thought the face pairings matched by hitting the '1' key for a match or '3' key for a mismatch (keys were counterbalanced across conditions). Each trial remained in view until the participant responded. After every 10 trials, participants were given a reminder to respond as quickly but as accurately as possible and that any number of the slides could contain matched/mismatched face pairings. The first 78 trials were randomly intermixed across participants. However, in line with Bindemann et al. (2010) , the same two mismatched face pairings were used across base rate conditions for trials 79 and 80 (one own-race, one other-race, randomized in order between participants) to maintain proper base rates across the 80 trials in each condition. At the conclusion of the experiment, participants were asked three demographic questions and were debriefed on the nature of the study.
Data analysis
In each experiment, we analysed correct identifications (i.e., hits, claiming a match when the two faces matched), mistaken identifications (i.e., false alarms, falsely claiming a match when the two faces mismatched), and the composite of hits and false alarms to measure discrimination accuracy (Az) and response criterion (C).
1 Given the multiple responses of each participant and the multilevel nature of the data, we used generalized estimating equations (GEE) to assess the main effects and interactions of the manipulated variables on discrimination accuracy and response criterion.
EXPERIMENT 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to examine the effects of imposter prevalence and race of face with respect to measures of discrimination accuracy and response criterion, under experimental conditions that were free from experimental influences. Our primary interest was to evaluate whether variation in the prevalence of imposters (i.e., mismatched trials) might influence participants' response criterion for rendering a 'match' determination, using stimuli that involved both own-and other-race face pairings. The degree of imposter base rate prevalence was systematically varied across four conditions to explore where the strongest effects occur.
Method
Participants Participants included 200 Mexican American students who were recruited from the Psychology Participant Pool at a U.S. state university (M age = 19.25, SD age = 2.14; 64% female). Participants received course credit for completing the experiment.
Design A 2 9 4 mixed-factorial design was used to examine the influence of imposter base rates and race of face on identification performance (i.e., discrimination accuracy and response criterion). Own-and other-race face pairings (i.e., Mexican American vs. African American, respectively) were manipulated within participants, while imposter base rate (with the frequency of mismatched face pairings occurring on either 50%, 37.5%, 25%, or 12.5% of the trials) was manipulated between participants. Procedure The general procedure described above was followed. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four imposter base rate conditions. In each base rate condition, participants viewed 40 own-and 40 other-race face pairings.
Results and discussion
As described in the General method, hit (correct match decisions) and false alarm (incorrect mismatch decisions) rates were combined to assess identification performance using signal detection measures of discrimination accuracy (Az) and response criterion (C). Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of hit, false alarm, discrimination accuracy, and response criterion for each cell of the design. The analysis of hit and false alarm data is provided in Appendix.
With regard to discrimination accuracy, results indicated a main effect for race of face, v 2 (1) = 22.98, p < .001, such that participants were significantly better at identifying own-(M = 0.81, SD = 0.11) versus other-race face pairings (M = 0.74, SD = 0.14), d = 0.56, 95% CI [0.30, 0.81].
2 There was no main effect of imposter base rate, v 2 (3) = 2.03, p = .57, and no interaction between race of face and base rate, v 2 (3) = 4.76, p = .19.
The primary analysis of concern was the extent to which imposter base rates and race of face might influence a criterion shift. Results indicated that base rates appear to shift response criterion, v 2 (3) = 9.49, p = .023. Follow-up analysis indicated a significant linear effect for base rate (p = .007), such that the response criterion trended more liberal (i.e., more likely to say 'match') as the base rate of imposters increased. A main effect of race of face was also observed on response criterion, v 2 (1) = 16.72, p < .001, suggesting that participants demonstrated a more conservative criterion (i.e., more likely to say 'mismatch') for other-race faces (M = 0.001, SD = 0.53) compared to own-race faces (M = À0.18, SD = 0.55), d = 0.34, 95% CI [0.08, 0.59]. There was no interaction between base rate and race of faces, v 2 (3) = 1.385, p = .71, suggesting that the response criterion effects caused by low prevalence base rates were not selective to own-versus other-race faces.
Overall, our results indicated that participants were more accurate when responding to own-race faces, consistent with prior studies (Meissner et al., 2013) . Of greater interest, our parametric manipulation of base rate frequency influenced participants' criterion of responding -as the prevalence of mismatch trials was reduced, participants became more conservative in responding (consistent with Bindemann et al., 2010) . Our base rate manipulation did not interact with the race of face, although participants demonstrated a more conservative criterion of responding to other-race faces (consistent with Experiment 3 of Meissner et al., 2013) . These findings suggest that participants can appropriately identify imposters (mismatch trials) even at low base rates, but that this may come at a cost such that low base rates lead to more incorrect mismatch decisions (false alarms). While our results are consistent with the findings of Bindemann et al. (2010) , the shift in criterion observed here is opposite to that observed by Papesh and Goldinger (2014) . In Experiment 2, we attempted to replicate the current findings with a new sample of participants, and we further evaluated the influence of base rate prevalence and race of face by examining estimates of the confidence-accuracy calibration.
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 investigated the relationship between confidence and accuracy for both own-and other-race faces when imposter prevalence base rates were 50% versus 12.5%. Calibration reflects the agreement between objective accuracy and subjective confidence. Perfect calibration exists when these two levels match (e.g., when participants are 90% accurate and 90% confident in their decisions). Over/underconfidence is a more refined measure of calibration that specifies the degree to which participants' confidence over-versus underestimates their accuracy (e.g., when participants say they are 90% confident and are 75% accurate, they overestimate their confidence by 15%). Perfect calibration and no over/underconfidence are found when their value is equal to zero (see Jonsson & Allwood, 2003; Juslin, Olsson, & Winman, 1996; Krug, 2007; Olsson, 2000) . From a theoretical perspective, research in decision-making indicates that experimental manipulations that influence accuracy do not always correspondingly influence confidence. Known as the hard-easy effect, research suggests that changing a task's difficulty can lead to a substantial decrease in accuracy without much change (if any) in confidence. As such, participants are often overconfident in the difficult condition and underconfident in the easy condition (Ferrell & McGoey, 1980; Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, & Kleinb€ olting, 1991; Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1977; Palmer, Brewer, Weber, & Nagesh, 2013; Weber & Brewer, 2004) . Weber and Brewer (2004) and Palmer et al. (2013) have examined the hard-easy effect on calibration measures within a face recognition context by manipulating task difficulty across a number of forensically relevant variables. In general, their findings suggest that task conditions that enhance difficulty (e.g., limiting exposure duration and increasing the retention interval) lead to greater overconfidence. Experiment 2 of this study continued this line of inquiry on forensically relevant hard-easy task manipulations within a perceptual discrimination task.
Based on the hard-easy theoretical perspective and the findings of Meissner et al. (2013) , we predicted a disparity in calibration such that other-race face pairings would show worse calibration and greater overconfidence than own-race face pairings. Further, while we know that base rate does not influence accuracy, we speculated that its influence on response criterion may be the result of increased confidence in identifying imposters. The extent to which a low base rate of imposters might exacerbate overconfidence was therefore a primary analysis of interest for Experiment 2.
Method
Participants Participants included 68 Mexican American undergraduate students at a state university (M age = 20.38, SD age = 2.60; 69% female). Students received course credit for their participation.
Design A 2 9 2 mixed-factorial design was used to examine the influence of race of face (own vs. other; within subjects) and base rate of imposters or mismatch trials (50% vs. 12.5%; between subjects) on face identification performance (i.e., discrimination accuracy and response criterion).
Procedure
The procedure for Experiment 2 followed the general procedure outlined above, except that immediately after the participants responded as to whether the faces matched (or not), the image of the face pairings vanished, and the participants were asked to rate how confident they were that they made the correct decision (as to whether the face and the passport photograph matched). They indicated their confidence on a scale from 50% to 100%, in increments of 5%. A rating of 50% was suggested to mean that participants thought they had an equal chance of being right or wrong. A rating of 100% signified that participants had 'no doubt' they made the correct decision. Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics for hit, false alarm, discrimination accuracy, response criterion, calibration, and over-underconfidence for each cell of our research design. GEE was again used to assess the influence of the manipulated variables on discrimination accuracy, response criterion, calibration, and over/underconfidence. The analysis of hit and false alarm data is provided in Appendix.
Results and discussion
Analysis of participants' discrimination accuracy replicated the findings of Experiment 1. A main effect for race of face was observed, v 2 (1) = 16.18, p < .001, such that participants were significantly better at identifying own-race (M = 0.82, SD = 0.10) versus other-race face pairings (M = 0.75, SD = 0.14), d = 0.61, 95% CI [0.26, 0.95]. There were no main effect for imposter base rate, v 2 (1) = 0.22, p = .64, d = 0.11, 95% CI [À0.37, 0.59], and no race of face 9 base rate interaction, v 2 (1) = 1.93, p = .17. With respect to participants' response criterion, a significant main effect of base rate was observed, v 2 (1) = 6.64, p = .01, d = 0.62, 95% CI [0.12, 1.10] with a significant linear trend for base rate (p = .010), such that the response criterion trended more liberal (i.e., more likely to say 'match') as the base rate of imposters increased. However, no main effect for race of face, v 2 (1) = 2.01, p = . 16, d = 0.16, 95% CI [À0.18, 0.50] , and no interaction were observed, v 2 (1) = 1.18, p = .28. Assessment of confidence-accuracy calibration estimates replicated prior research (Meissner et al., 2013) such that a significant main effect for race of face was observed, , we did observe a significant interaction effect, v 2 (1) = 16.85, p < .001. Simple effects indicated that, while there was no significant cross-race effect on over-underconfidence in the 50% base rate condition, t(37) = 0.69, p = . 49, d = 0.09, 95% CI [À0.36, 0.54] , the 12.5% base rate condition induced significantly more overconfidence for other-versus own-race faces, t(29) = 6.00, p < . 001, d = 0.73, 95% CI [0.20, 1.24] .
Overall, the results of Experiment 2 largely replicate the results of Experiment 1. First, participants demonstrated greater discrimination accuracy for own-race face pairings relative to other-race pairings. Second, response criterion shifts emerged in low prevalence base rate conditions, such that a low prevalence of imposters led participants to be more likely to claim that face pairings 'mismatched'. Further, the effects of base rate and race appear to interact when examining the calibration between confidence and accuracy. Namely, low prevalence base rate conditions, akin to a real-world screening environment, lead to stronger cross-race effects on both calibration and overconfidence.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Across two experiments, we examined the effects of race of face and low prevalence imposter base rates on performance in a perceptual discrimination task that mimics security screening procedures used at ports of entry and airports around the world. In contrast with prior research (Bindemann et al., 2010; Papesh & Goldinger, 2014) , our Notes. In the high prevalence condition, 50% of the trials contained imposter photographs. In the low prevalence condition, 12.5% of the trials contained imposter photographs. CI = confidence interval of the mean; Disc. Accuracy = discrimination accuracy.
tasks were designed to be free from biased instructions and inoculating feedback. Using samples of participants from two different U. S. state universities, a number of key findings emerged. First, both experiments replicate and extend our understanding of the cross-race effect to a face-matching task, supporting a plethora of research in eyewitness memory indicating that people are better at matching own-race face pairings compared to otherrace faces (see Meissner & Brigham, 2001; Meissner et al., 2013) . One caveat of these findings is that, due to the relatively small population of African American students at both of the universities (<7% of the relevant student populations), we were unable to examine a fully crossed manipulation of race of participant and race of face. While this is not ideal, we have every reason to believe that cross-race effects would have occurred given prior research in the area (see also Platz & Hosch, 1988) .
Second, both experiments showed that low prevalence base rates can influence criterion shifts in rendering a face-matching decision. Namely, our findings demonstrate that low prevalence conditions led people to render more 'mismatch' decisions in a search for imposters. This finding begins to clarify the disparity in previous research findings, which showed that low prevalence can lead to either stricter (Bindemann et al., 2010) or more lenient (Papesh & Goldinger, 2014) criterion shifts. Importantly, we argue that the present experiments offer a clean estimate of the influence of base rate criterion shifts, given that Bindemann et al. (2010) directly instructed participants about the nature of the base rate manipulation while Papesh and Goldinger (2014) provided feedback on correct and incorrect decisions with disparate 'punishment' to participants when they missed imposter identifications. Future research should further investigate the theoretical underpinnings, and applicable moderators, of discrepant findings on the influence of low prevalence base rates on criterion shift responses in this domain.
Unique to the present experiments, we also found that race and imposter base rate may interact to influence a confidence-accuracy calibration. In Experiment 2, we replicated a prior finding suggesting that calibration was worse for other-race versus own-race faces (Meissner et al., 2013) . This finding is in line with the hard-easy effect found in decisionmaking research (Gigerenzer et al., 1991) and among forensically relevant manipulations of task difficulty in face memory research (Palmer et al., 2013) . Participants simply underappreciate the difficulty of the task, particularly as it relates to other-race faces. In addition, we found that low imposter base rates exacerbate the cross-race effect, with the disparity between own-and other-race faces on calibration being much stronger in the lowbase rate condition. This same interaction was observed with a measure of overunderconfidence, suggesting that individuals demonstrated more overconfidence for otherrelative to own-race faces, but only in the low-base rate condition.
The results from the present experiments offer important implications for future research in real-world, low-base rate environments. While security personnel understandably place a premium on correctly identifying imposters, the current experiments suggest that imposter identification in low prevalence conditions may come at the cost of inconveniencing innocent travellers (e.g., through secondary or prolonged inspections). Nonetheless, it is likely that travel document screeners have very different expectations of imposter base rates compared to the participants in our study. Future research should more clearly delineate how expectations within a real-world environment, with trained and experienced personnel, may moderate the observed criterion and calibration effects.
Future research should also find ways to sustainably improve face-matching performance (see Dowsett & Burton, 2015; Kemp, Caon, Howard, & Brooks, 2016; Menon, White, & Kemp, 2015) or improve personnel selection to include super recognizers (see Bobak, Dowsett, & Bate, 2016; Bobak, Hancock, & Bate, 2016; White et al., 2014) , or find ways to train screeners to adopt better criterion during low prevalence situations (see Wolfe et al., 2007) . With a presumably low prevalence of imposters traversing international ports of entry and airports, it is critical for researchers to provide evidence-based strategies for mitigating the apparent shift in criterion that likely impacts all individuals, and the overconfidence in the performance that particularly impacts people from unfamiliar races and ethnicities.
